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�� Because financial markets have turned into a gigantic casino Because financial markets have turned into a gigantic casino 
with devastating environmental, social and governance impacts. with devastating environmental, social and governance impacts. 

�� Because business, finance, governments (and “consumers” as Because business, finance, governments (and “consumers” as 
well), keep playing the sorcerer’s apprentice with complex and well), keep playing the sorcerer’s apprentice with complex and well), keep playing the sorcerer’s apprentice with complex and well), keep playing the sorcerer’s apprentice with complex and 
intertwined environmental, social and economic systems.intertwined environmental, social and economic systems.

�� Because our economic and financial systems urgently need a Because our economic and financial systems urgently need a 
reform, and not just some tinkeringreform, and not just some tinkering. 

�� Because Because mainstreetmainstreet unrest is on the rise across the world. unrest is on the rise across the world. 

�� RI RI MUSTMUST be expanded to all forms of investment.be expanded to all forms of investment.
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1.1. Is RI a Financial Is RI a Financial SectorSector issue?issue?

2.2. CouldCould RI RI bebe part to the solution to part to the solution to worldwideworldwide2.2. CouldCould RI RI bebe part to the solution to part to the solution to worldwideworldwide

pressing issues? pressing issues? 

3.3. WhatWhat are are thesethese issues? Is the proof in the pudding?issues? Is the proof in the pudding?
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4.4. WhatWhat willwill RIO+20 RIO+20 deliverdeliver? And ? And whatwhat willwill policypolicy

makersmakers and business leaders do? and business leaders do? 

5.5. Will RI Will RI becomebecome mainstreammainstream? ? 5.5. Will RI Will RI becomebecome mainstreammainstream? ? 

6.6. WhatWhat are the are the mostmost influencialinfluencial factorsfactors? ? 

7.7. WhatWhat willwill youyou do do tomorrowtomorrow? ? WhatWhat message message willwill

youyou conveyconvey about RI?about RI?
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�� RI RI isis indeedindeed a a financialfinancial sectorsector issueissue, but but in part in part 

onlyonly. . 

�� It It startedstarted almostalmost twotwo centuries centuries agoago……

�� English Quakers and English Quakers and laterlater American American MethodistsMethodists�� English Quakers and English Quakers and laterlater American American MethodistsMethodists

bannedbanned ««harmharm» and sin stocks (» and sin stocks (MORAL ISSUEMORAL ISSUE).).

�� 19331933--1992 Lewis D. Gilbert 1992 Lewis D. Gilbert fightsfights for for shareholdersshareholders

rightsrights ((GOVERNANCE,GOVERNANCE, SOCIAL AND FINANCIAL ISSUESOCIAL AND FINANCIAL ISSUE).).

�� 1947  1947  FoundingFounding of The of The FederationFederation of of WomenWomen

ShareholdersShareholders in Business (in Business (SOCIAL AND FINANCIALSOCIAL AND FINANCIAL).).
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�� 1972 Saul 1972 Saul AlinskyAlinsky, the Chicago , the Chicago SlumsSlums and and RulesRules for for 

RadicalsRadicals ((SOCIAL AND VERY RADICALSOCIAL AND VERY RADICAL) ) 

�� 1977 The 1977 The sevenseven Sullivan global social Sullivan global social responsibilityresponsibility

principleprinciple ((DEFINITELY SOCIAL, BOTH IN BUSINES DEFINITELY SOCIAL, BOTH IN BUSINES principleprinciple ((DEFINITELY SOCIAL, BOTH IN BUSINES DEFINITELY SOCIAL, BOTH IN BUSINES 

AND FINANCEAND FINANCE).).

�� For good For good measuremeasure, , throwthrow in the in the rolerole of RI of RI againstagainst

the Vietnam the Vietnam warwar, , againstagainst apartheid and about apartheid and about 

environmentalenvironmental disastersdisasters and and soso on…on…

�� AddAdd somesome spicespice withwith the 2011 the 2011 worlwideworlwide resultsresults of of 

RI in the world (USRI in the world (US--SifSif, SIO, , SIO, EurosifEurosif, etc.)., etc.).
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�� Or Or isis itit??

�� RI RI goesgoes far far aboveabove and and beyondbeyond finance and finance and economicseconomics. IT IS . IT IS 

ABOUT CREATING A SUSTAINABLE ECONOMYABOUT CREATING A SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY

�� RI RI isis no no panaceapanacea… But … But itit helpshelps copecope withwith, , adaptadapt to and to and 

hopefullyhopefully countercounter severalseveral threatsthreats, and the , and the environmentalenvironmental, , 

social and social and governancegovernance issues issues theythey raiseraise..

�� FromFrom sweatshopssweatshops to to climateclimate change, change, thesethese threatsthreats are are deeplydeeply

rootedrooted in in manmademanmade problemsproblems, , causedcaused by shortby short--termterm and and 

siloedsiloed viewsviews in finance, in finance, economicseconomics and public and public policypolicy. . 
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�� DemographyDemography

�� 7 7 bnbn people today and keep counting to 9 in 2050people today and keep counting to 9 in 2050

�� Developing and emerging countries booming Developing and emerging countries booming 

demography demography vsvs aging in developed countries.aging in developed countries.demography demography vsvs aging in developed countries.aging in developed countries.

�� Just as an example, what about the nature and Just as an example, what about the nature and 

scope of the long term impact of China’s 1scope of the long term impact of China’s 1--child child 

policy? policy? 

�� What about social disparities and revenue gap What about social disparities and revenue gap 

(99% VS 1%?)(99% VS 1%?)
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�� Environment + Energy and Resources Environment + Energy and Resources 

Scarcity + Climate changeScarcity + Climate change

�� Peak oil, peak fish, peak wildlife Peak oil, peak fish, peak wildlife 

�� Peak soil and peak biodiversityPeak soil and peak biodiversity�� Peak soil and peak biodiversityPeak soil and peak biodiversity

�� Peak water, some day soon?  Peak water, some day soon?  

�� Peak Food? 1 Peak Food? 1 bnbn hungry  people in 2012 hungry  people in 2012 (Source: FAO (Source: FAO 

2012). 2012). 

�� Good news: it is a hundred million less than in 2009.Good news: it is a hundred million less than in 2009.

�� Bad news: we, in so called “rich countries,” still waste Bad news: we, in so called “rich countries,” still waste 
30% of our food. 30% of our food. 
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�� Peak water, as an example: how many industries Peak water, as an example: how many industries 

already are or will be impacted?already are or will be impacted?

�� Mining and metalsMining and metals

�� Agriculture and Food (add peak soil, too)Agriculture and Food (add peak soil, too)�� Agriculture and Food (add peak soil, too)Agriculture and Food (add peak soil, too)

�� Healthcare, etc.Healthcare, etc.

�� We should never forget that there is no such We should never forget that there is no such 

thing as ”a single issue, a single impact”thing as ”a single issue, a single impact”

�� Threats and issues are intertwined and have Threats and issues are intertwined and have 

cumulative disruptive impactcumulative disruptive impact

�� We are dangerously close to some tipping pointsWe are dangerously close to some tipping points
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�� In 2050, the Mediterranean area WILL NOT In 2050, the Mediterranean area WILL NOT 

be able to support cereal production be able to support cereal production (Source: (Source: 

INRA 2012). INRA 2012). 

�� However, we might be able to feed 9bn However, we might be able to feed 9bn �� However, we might be able to feed 9bn However, we might be able to feed 9bn 

people in 2050… if, and only if, we carefully people in 2050… if, and only if, we carefully 

plan and prepare for it.plan and prepare for it.

�� What about Climate Change?What about Climate Change?
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CLIMATE CHANGE   CLIMATE CHANGE   

MODELSMODELS

There are  There are  tremendoustremendous longlong--
termterm portfolio risk portfolio risk posed by posed by 
the cumulative effects of the cumulative effects of 
climate change:climate change:

�� DroughtsDroughts and and theirtheir
impact on impact on foodfood securitysecurity

““WildWild““ weatherweather
impact on impact on foodfood securitysecurity
�� ““WildWild““ weatherweather
�� CoastalCoastal zones zones erosionerosion
�� SpeciesSpecies migrationmigration
�� Food and Food and energyenergy suppliessupplies
�� Public Public healthhealth

problemsproblems, and , and soso on.on.

Global CO2 emissions hit a Global CO2 emissions hit a 
record high of 34.8 billion tons record high of 34.8 billion tons 
in 2011, up 3.2 percent in 2011, up 3.2 percent (Source: 
IEA, 2012)
________________________________________________________________________________________

Image Source: Image Source: Met Office Hadley CenterMet Office Hadley Center
((UKUK 2011)2011)
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�� Financial crises: freefall? Financial crises: freefall? 

“Funnel capital where society needs it most and “Funnel capital where society needs it most and 

where it will be the most productive for where it will be the most productive for 

households and businesses, households and businesses, in that orderin that order”.  ”.  

Source: Freefall, Joseph E. Source: Freefall, Joseph E. StiglitzStiglitz (2009). (2009). 

�� And what about “Sustainable” And what about “Sustainable” 

Development? Development? 

First, the principle, second the reality...First, the principle, second the reality...
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (1987)SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (1987)

ECONOMYECONOMY SOCIETYSOCIETYEEQUITABLEQUITABLE
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ECONOMYECONOMY SOCIETYSOCIETYEEQUITABLEQUITABLE

VIABLEVIABLE LIVABLELIVABLE

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT

SustainabilitySustainability? ? 



ECONOMYECONOMY

HIGHLY UNSUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENTHIGHLY UNSUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
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SOCIETYSOCIETYENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT

HIGHLY UNSUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENTHIGHLY UNSUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Neither viable, nor livable, Neither viable, nor livable, 

andand

very inequitablevery inequitable



�� MIGHT THE ANSWER BE A RESOUNDING YES?MIGHT THE ANSWER BE A RESOUNDING YES?

�� Is Business As Usual a solution?Is Business As Usual a solution?

�� Houston, we have a problem! There is Houston, we have a problem! There is 
no “usual” anymore.no “usual” anymore.
�� Houston, we have a problem! There is Houston, we have a problem! There is 

no “usual” anymore.no “usual” anymore.

Still, “financial shortStill, “financial short--termism is the greatest barrier to termism is the greatest barrier to 
business’ transition to sustainability” (say 88% of a business’ transition to sustainability” (say 88% of a 
worldwide panel of 642 sustainability experts in 2012).worldwide panel of 642 sustainability experts in 2012).

And the BAU attitude sometimes leads to curious, contradictoryAnd the BAU attitude sometimes leads to curious, contradictory
and maybe a little dubious corporate behavior and messages. and maybe a little dubious corporate behavior and messages. 

See for yourself…See for yourself…
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CLIMATE CHANGE CLIMATE CHANGE 

from both sides of from both sides of 

the mouththe mouth

A 2002-2010 survey of 
large US companies
(center column) 
membership or board
seats in groups 
supporting Climate
science or science-
based policy (blue, left) 
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science or science-
based policy (blue, left) 
and group that
misrepresent or 
oppose them (brown, 
right).

Source: Union of 
Concerned Scientists
A climate of corporate 
control (May 2012)



�� TheyThey are are causedcaused by shortby short--termterm and and siloedsiloed

viewsviews in finance, in finance, economicseconomics and public and public 

policypolicy.  .  

In short (again?), we are playing the sorcerer’sIn short (again?), we are playing the sorcerer’sIn short (again?), we are playing the sorcerer’sIn short (again?), we are playing the sorcerer’s

apprentice with highly complex apprentice with highly complex 

�� EnvironmentalEnvironmental

�� EconomicEconomic

�� SocialSocial

�� And Governance systems.And Governance systems.
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�� Environment, Resources and CC: we are Environment, Resources and CC: we are 

dangerously close to several tipping points dangerously close to several tipping points 
(Source: GEO 5, UNEP)(Source: GEO 5, UNEP)

�� Global economy or “suicide economics”?Global economy or “suicide economics”?�� Global economy or “suicide economics”?Global economy or “suicide economics”?

�� ““Anyone who believes that an infinite growth is Anyone who believes that an infinite growth is 

possible in a finite world is either a fool, or an possible in a finite world is either a fool, or an 

economisteconomist” Kenneth ” Kenneth BouldingBoulding (in 1950!). (in 1950!). 

�� ““The end result is that promoting further economic The end result is that promoting further economic 

growth makes us poorer, not richer.”growth makes us poorer, not richer.” Herman DalyHerman Daly
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�� Since the Westphalia Treaty in 1647, States (United or not) Since the Westphalia Treaty in 1647, States (United or not) 
have a twohave a two--pronged role: territorial integrity and population pronged role: territorial integrity and population 
protection. protection. 

�� Major shift in the last 50 years … Major shift in the last 50 years … 
�� from regulated markets to deregulation for the sake of the sofrom regulated markets to deregulation for the sake of the so--�� from regulated markets to deregulation for the sake of the sofrom regulated markets to deregulation for the sake of the so--

called “free” market ;called “free” market ;

�� and from sovereign state(s) to “sovereign”and from sovereign state(s) to “sovereign” debt.debt.

�� So,“WespthalianSo,“Wespthalian” governments can no longer “govern”. They ” governments can no longer “govern”. They 
have become the caretakers of their own impotency.have become the caretakers of their own impotency.

�� These are some of the major causes of a growing These are some of the major causes of a growing 
worldwide, social unrest... worldwide, social unrest... 
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a)a) A little more of the s(h)A little more of the s(h)ameame
b)b) A little less of the s(h)A little less of the s(h)ameame
c)c) Some leapfrogging over contentious issuesSome leapfrogging over contentious issues
d)d) A giant leap (forward would be better)A giant leap (forward would be better)d)d) A giant leap (forward would be better)A giant leap (forward would be better)

Your guess is as good as mine, BUT…Your guess is as good as mine, BUT…
I would take leapfrogging for granted and rule I would take leapfrogging for granted and rule 
any giant leap out. any giant leap out. 
So, where do we go from here and will RISo, where do we go from here and will RI
become mainstream?become mainstream?
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�� The question The question isis not not whenwhen, but how , but how fastfast RI RI shouldshould

bebe mainstreamedmainstreamed to to conventionalconventional investmentinvestment..

�� You You cannotcannot solvesolve problemsproblems by by usingusing the the samesame kindkind of of �� You You cannotcannot solvesolve problemsproblems by by usingusing the the samesame kindkind of of 

thinkingthinking wewe usedused whenwhen wewe createdcreated themthem ((Albert Albert 

EinsteinEinstein).).

�� Are there some influential factors? Indeed!Are there some influential factors? Indeed!
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� Activists will play a 

critical role on the 

sustainability agenda; 

four in five agree that four in five agree that 

society needs activists to 

achieve meaningful 

progress (76%).

�� And there is some And there is some 

more...more...
Source: 2012 Sustainability - Activism Survey
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76

69

5
Socially responsible investors 

Despite recent social protest movements, socially responsible investors and NGOs 

are perceived as the most important influencers on business and government

69

57

57

49

6

11

17

15

Non-governmental organizations 

Trade/labor unions

Social protest movements 

Business associations

Should pay attention

Should not pay attention 
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�� This survey tell us that activism has never been This survey tell us that activism has never been 
more active.more active.

�� Beyond the survey:Beyond the survey:
��DEMAND for change has never been so widespreadDEMAND for change has never been so widespread��DEMAND for change has never been so widespreadDEMAND for change has never been so widespread

��MainstreetMainstreet unrest is on the rise all around the worldunrest is on the rise all around the world

�� AgainAgain, RI RI isis no no panaceapanacea… But, … But, fromfrom climateclimate
change to change to sweatshopssweatshops, , itit helpshelps copecope withwith, , adaptadapt
to and to and hopefullyhopefully countercounter severalseveral threatsthreats, and the , and the 
environmentalenvironmental, social and , social and governancegovernance issues issues theythey
raiseraise. So…. So…
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�� If you are...If you are...
��A leader of a conventional financial institution or A leader of a conventional financial institution or 

business or professional association? business or professional association? 
��The world is changing right in front of you, society tooThe world is changing right in front of you, society too

BB AA UU ??��Why don’t you TRY Why don’t you TRY BBUSINESS USINESS AAS S UUNUSUALNUSUAL??
��A leader in RIA leader in RI
��Keep developing shareholder engagementKeep developing shareholder engagement

��Give the strongest possible support to UNPRI and your RI Give the strongest possible support to UNPRI and your RI 
associationassociation

��Finance research... to improve ESG research (metrics and Finance research... to improve ESG research (metrics and 
qualitative) and flawed conventional risk management qualitative) and flawed conventional risk management 
models.models.
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�� If you are...If you are...

��A leader of a pension fund, foundation or A leader of a pension fund, foundation or 

endowmentendowment

��Why wouldn’t you seek to generate BOTH a financial Why wouldn’t you seek to generate BOTH a financial ��Why wouldn’t you seek to generate BOTH a financial Why wouldn’t you seek to generate BOTH a financial 

return and positive environmental and social benefits?return and positive environmental and social benefits?

��It might bring better returns as well.It might bring better returns as well.

��Please, no lame excuse for inaction.Please, no lame excuse for inaction.
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�� If you are a financial advisorIf you are a financial advisor

��You may believe that RI has “insufficient track record”  You may believe that RI has “insufficient track record”  
(50%) and “weak financial performance” (47%).(50%) and “weak financial performance” (47%).

��You may perceive that “there is insufficient client You may perceive that “there is insufficient client ��You may perceive that “there is insufficient client You may perceive that “there is insufficient client 
demand” (45%).demand” (45%).

��Nevertheless, 69% of advisors see “sustainable Nevertheless, 69% of advisors see “sustainable 
investments” as an opportunity to grow their practice , investments” as an opportunity to grow their practice , 
better meet their clients’ needs and develop client better meet their clients’ needs and develop client 
base. base. Source: Gateways to impact report (USA), 2012Source: Gateways to impact report (USA), 2012

��This survey shows a need for information, education, This survey shows a need for information, education, 
and guidance.and guidance.
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�� Imagine: “Imagine: “To form a mental image of To form a mental image of 

something that is not presentsomething that is not present” ” (Webster’s)(Webster’s)

�� Imagine that the whole conventional Imagine that the whole conventional �� Imagine that the whole conventional Imagine that the whole conventional 

investment community converts to RI in the investment community converts to RI in the 

next five years… next five years… 

�� Maybe, just maybe, our societies would be a Maybe, just maybe, our societies would be a 

little better off.little better off.
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�� DesjardinsDesjardins

�� Claude Villeneuve and Bob Walker Claude Villeneuve and Bob Walker 

�� Some anonymous friendsSome anonymous friends

And to my young sons, who made acute And to my young sons, who made acute �� And to my young sons, who made acute And to my young sons, who made acute 

comments... and less cute comments as well!comments... and less cute comments as well!

Questions?Questions?
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